Nonlinear semiclassical dynamics of open systems.
A semiclassical approximation for an evolving density operator, driven by a 'closed' Hamiltonian and 'open' Markovian Lindblad operators, is reviewed. The theory is based on the chord function, i.e. the Fourier transform of the Wigner function. It reduces to an exact solution of the Lindblad master equation if the Hamiltonian is a quadratic function and the Lindblad operators are linear functions of positions and momenta. The semiclassical formulae are interpreted within a (real) double phase space, generated by an appropriate classical double Hamiltonian. An extra 'open' term in the double Hamiltonian is generated by the non-Hermitian part of the Lindblad operators in the general case of dissipative Markovian evolution. Decoherence narrows the relevant region of double phase space to the neighbourhood of a caustic for both the Wigner function and the chord function. This difficulty is avoided by the definition of a propagator, here developed in both representations. Generalized asymptotic equilibrium solutions are thus presented for the first time.